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Liked: 

• “incredibly and interesting  
recipes on the app” 

• Enjoy the ability to research  
so easily 

• Recipes fall into categories 
• Find quicker than in a book 
• Nutritional information is helpful 
• Communication section 
• Great way to find vegetarian  

and vegan recipes 
• App can be used offline 
• People have lost weight using  

this app 

251 ratings 

cookbook

4.9

Dislikes

• Downloaded in hopes of being 
able to track recipes across 
multiple devices

• couldn’t find anywhere to log in 
• No cross-platform 
• Able to create a cookbook but 

couldn’t edit title, couldn’t figure 
out how to add recipes 

• A few ads will pop up 
• Communication section
• Wants the app to send her 

notifications 

Wants: 

• cross-platform 
• ability to comment and reply 

directly to recipes 
• notifications 

product reviews 
the app I choose to redesign is Cookbook. Cookbook describes itself as “app 
for the ultimate kitchen resource with 50,000+ free recipes”, the description 
also goes on to explain that a user is able to create their own cookbook and 
menu while saving a shopping list as you use the app. In addition, the first 
step I took towards understanding the product better was to look at the 
reviews. Shockingly, Cookbook was rated an overall 4.9 stars out of 5. I found 
this incredibly interesting because when using the app myself, I found the 
navigation confusing and the design as overwhelming. Overall, the reviews 
revealed that people mostly loved that app for its it interesting recipes, nutri-
tional information, ability to search, and vegetarian and vegan recipes. I also 
found in the reviews most of the customers, even though they enjoyed the 
app, they wish it included additional features such as cross-platform, a com-
munication section, notifications, etc.



top competitors 



ux competitive analysis
 When taking a look between Cookbook and it’s competition, there 
are some key differences in  features, UI, navigation and organization, that 
are ultimately resulting in Cookbook being inferior to other apps on the 
market. When doing research I believe the strongest competitor at the same 
value is “Yummly Recipes + Shopping List”. It is clear that this application 
dominates over Cookbook and the other competition for various reason. 
To start off, one feature that really stood out was the app felt very personal 
to an individual. Yummly was able to achieve this by requiring new users to 
answer a quiz, which they asked for users favorite cuisines, if there are any 
allergies or diets, dislikes, etc. Therefore, prior to even using the actual app 
itself there was a list of recipes that I found incredibly appealing on my home 
page. In addition, “Yummly felt very organized, I was able to understand 
the navigation incredibly quickly. Another feature Yummly did better than 
Cookbook was the saved recipes portion. On Cookbook, you are able to save 
recipes you enjoy, that appear in a list. However, Yummly breaks your saved 
recipes into Breakfast, Desserts, Dinners, Drinks and sides, therefore, the 
user is easily able to find a specific saved recipe. In terms of UI, Yummly was 
designed incredibly well and mirrored a homey, warm, yet modern feel of a 
cookbook. 
 Another app I felt was a strong competitor to Cookbook is “Tasty”. 
Tasty is also an app to find recipes, explore, create a shopping list of 
ingredients and save recipes. In the strongest and most unique feature about 
Tasty is its Discover page. Tasty’s Discover page is more focuses on trending 
recipes. For example, this upcoming weekend is the Super bowl, therefore, 
the page is flooded with super bowl appetizers and snacks. I found this 
feature very fun because it is very relevant, and allows the user to hop on 

what’s trending in the cooking world. On the other hand, the UI of Tasty is 
very fun, young, and girly. For example, its colors are a vibrant pink, yellow 
and blue, and their icon designs are cute and accented with hearts. 
 The final competitor I decided to look at is the “Food Network 
Kitchen”. A unique feature the FNK has is “classes”. Classes are short videos 
in which a user can watch how to do a recipe rather than read. Therefore, 
throughout the entire application this idea of classes are continuously 
mentioned and highlighted. The UX feels slightly overwhelming in my 
opinion. One thing I did not like about the app is that in order to access 
certain videos there is a premium option. This is a common technique used 
by app developers however, I believe it is more disappointing than anything. 
To further demonstrate the app is showing you all these cool ideas they want 
you to try but will only let you have them if you agree to pay more, which I 
believe creates a distrust between the user and the product. In addition, I felt 
the UI for FNK was slightly inconsistent and the colors did not flow or match 
throughout the different pages. 
 Overall, I believe it is clear that the competition is more successful  
than Cookbook for multiple reasons including, they offer more features on  
the competition, they have a stronger UI, and more user friendly. Although  
the content may be stronger in Cookbook the UX is not allowing it to reach  
its full potential. 

personalization

trending 
& relevance



user Interviews user Interviews
Maeve / Female / 22

1. What do you like about the app?
• lots of options and variety 
• pictures of the food
• sub-categories 
• nutrition info 

2. What don’t you like 
• the blue and white color choice 
• “design is not there”
• too many words 
• “hurts my eyes” 
• could be more organized 

3. What would you change? 
• add video elements, instructional videos 
• tutorial on how to use the app when you first download 

it, “your audience is most likely older people, who use 
cook book and they aren’t the best at using apps”

• more specific on homepage recipes - by culture, na-
tionality, cuisine, snacks versus meals 

Sydney / Female / 22 / Vegan / Gluten Free

1. What do you like about the app?
• the shopping list
• nutrition information 
• vegan recipes
• pictures
• nav bar at the bottom

2. What don’t you like 
• nutrition is missing on some recipes 
• advertisements 
• jumpy- looks like it glitches 
• no gluten free

3. What would you change? 
• layout
• the explore page to give your suggestions based on 

previous searches 

4. Was it easy to find stuff in the app?
• searching is confusing 
 
5. What do you think of the design?
• its fine

4. Was it easy to find stuff in the app?
• “easy to find if you know what you want to make, oth-

erwise its easy to get lost looking around 
• there should categories for searching 
 
5. What do you think of the design?
• “Don’t love it”
• harsh 
• should be more simplistic
• too word 
• “when I look for recipes I go on Instagram because it’s 

just pictures and I’m not overwhelmed with words.”

Devin / Male / 20

1. What do you like about the app?
• how the homepage looks like an instagram feed 
• the photos

2. What don’t you like 
• cant click on the pictures 
• advertisements are annoying
• something you can’t click on

3. What would you change? 
• can click on the photos
• make it an instagram for recipes 

4. Was it easy to find stuff in the app?
• no, I could not find what I was looking for  
 
5. What do you think of the design?
• the design is terrible
• does not flow 



Empathy map
Finally, I observed user-testing and then conducted user interviews to under-
stand problems within the app. To start off, I found that the users really en-
joyed the pictures and healthy recipes. However, they did not like the design 
because it felt overwhelming with all of the words. Another user felt the app 
was jumpy and glitchy. The navigation was slightly unclear to users but they 
were able to find their way around the app. Finally, the users also explained 
what they app did differently such as adding a tutorial, in the beginning, to 
show to use the app, breaking up the homepage into categories and using 
videos to show how to make the recipe.



ABOUT
Jane is a young mom with two kids. She thinks its 
important to always eat dinner with family. She wants to 
teach her kids how to eat healthy and cook for themselves. 

GOALS 
• make dinners for her 

family every night
• eat healthier 
• become a better cook 

FRUSTRATIONS
• how time consuming 

cooking is 
• finding new recipes 
• not know which food 

options are healthier 

AGE: 32

JOB: interior designer

STATUS: married 

LOCATION: New Jersey

PERSONALITY

DRIVEN

HEALTHY

EXTROVERTED 

ORGANIZED

INTROVERTED

CARELESS

ORGANIZED

THOUGHTFUL

persona

USER PERSONA
Natasha Something



information architectureia
When I began creating my IA I was 
inspired to use the program  
Draw.io to make my sketches come 
to life from the article called “The 
Comprehensive Guide to Information 
Architecture” by James Pikover. In 
the article, a video was a YouTube 
tutorial was included to show how 
to build IA using draw.io. Moreover, 
when redesigning Cookbook, I 
decided to break up the application 
into four main pages: explore, 
search, profile, and a shopping list. 
The explore page’s purpose is to 
recommend new recipes to the user 
that they are likely to enjoy based on 
saves. The search page is a tool to 
also find new recipes using a specific 
ingredient or a dish name. Likewise, 
the shopping list page is built to help 
the user pick ingredients they need 
for a recipe and easily put them into 
a shopping cart that is self organizes 
by placement in the grocery store. 
Finally, the profile page allows for 
individuals to save recipes in  
self-made categories. 



wireframes
when designing my wireframes for Cookbook, I want the app to be incredibly simple 
and easy to use for the user. Therefore, throughout the majority of the app, there 
is a clean navigation bar that sits on the bottom of the page. When designing my 
wireframes, I also tried to include screens for all possible options, good and bad. 
For example, I want the app to be able to detect if the user also has an apple watch. 
This can be done if the watch application is opened at least more than 3 times. By 
the user repeatedly using the application it means that they are most likely to also 
have this product. Therefore, the next time the user opens the Cookbook app, there 
will also be a screen informing them that there is actually an apple watch version of 
the application. This will allow easy access to the shopping list. On the other hand, 
I also designed screens in case of an error. For example, if the user does not have a 
connection there is a screen that will appear. Another scenario is if there are no results 
when a user searches an item. Another important function I wanted to include in this 
app is a settings page. Setting pages are extremely necessary because they provide the 
user with options, small or large. For example, if a user has poor sight, there will be an 
option to increase the font size, or if they prefer another language over English there 
will also be an option to change that.



splash screen sign-up/log-in search profile explore shopping list



quiz question question question 2 quiz question 2 filled in shopping listed filled settings search result



saved recipesno results found categories 1 no connection categories 2click on 1 dish



cusines apple watch verison search 2

Moreover, when designing my wireframes for Cookbook, I want the app to 
be incredibly simple and easy to use for the user. Therefore, throughout the 
majority of the app, there is a clean navigation bar that sits on the bottom of 
the page. When designing my wireframes, I also tried to include screens for 
all possible options, good and bad. For example, I want the app to be able 
to detect if the user also has an apple watch. This can be done if the watch 
application is opened at least more than 3 times. By the user repeatedly using 
the application it means that they are most likely to also have this product. 
Therefore, the next time the user opens the Cookbook app, there will also 
be a screen informing them that there is actually an apple watch version of 
the application. This will allow easy access to the shopping list. On the other 
hand, I also designed screens in case of an error. For example, if the user does 
not have a connection there is a screen that will appear. Another scenario is 
if there are no results when a user searches an item. Another important func-
tion I wanted to include in this app is a settings page. Setting pages are ex-
tremely necessary because they provide the user with options, small or large. 
For example, if a user has poor sight, there will be an option to increase the 
font size, or if they prefer another language over English there will also be 
an option to change that. Overall, I believe wireframing truly allowed me to 
think of the user when designing the app. A flaw I have noticed of mine is as a 
designer, I am often focused so intensely on the visual elements that I forget 
the importance of the content and functionality. I will spend too much of my 
energy on making it beautiful rather than functional. The entire wireframing 
process allowed me to truly take a step back from visual design and focus on 
the consumers wants and needs. Overall, I believe wireframes are a crucial 
and very beneficial step in mobile design.



Inspiration





color palette
For my color palette I want to use warm, pastel 
earth tones, to convey an organic, natural, and 
welcoming feel for the app.



Cookbook

Cookbook

Cookbook Cookbook

Cookbook
Cookbook

type studies
body: 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, 
sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore 
magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud 
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commo-
do consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in 
voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. 
Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in 
culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, 
sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore 
magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud 
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commo-
do consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in 
voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. 
Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in 
culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.



After creating my wireframes, the next step was to build prototypes to 
truly make my app come to life. I was responsible for making 3 completely 
different designs. The first design, I created was almost like a modern and 
clean cookbook. I used a modern san serif font that had a slight fun nature to 
it because cooking should be fun! I also used photos with a large portion of 
white space and creating white overlays over some of the photos. I believe 
this really captured both a clean and modern kitchen style. The next design 
I created, was an earthy and natural design. I choose earth-toned colors and 
an organic font. I believe this creates the user to feel like the recipes they 
will be found in this app will be healthy and more organic than your average 
recipe. For my final design, I wanted to do something completely opposite 
from my other design directions, which was fun, bright, highly pigmented 
colors with some color block. After creating the three different designs, they 
all portrayed a different feeling of the type of recipes in the application. The 
clean and modern design emphasizes new and unheard-of recipes, while the 
earthy design felt organic and all-natural recipes and the color block design 
felt young and fresh. Overall, each of these designs spoke incredibly different 
from each other.

designing prototypes



prototype design 1



prototype design 2



prototype design 3



prototyping entire app 



Splash Page Profile PageSign Up Page Search PageDiscover Page Search



Pop Up for Apple Watch Tutorial No Results Found Tutorial Tutorial no connection 



Japanese Cuisine Quiz QuestionMexican Cuisine Quiz Question Breakfast Saves Quiz Question 



Quiz Question SearchRecipe Settings PageCuisines Page Shopping List Filled in 



shopping list

After coming to a conclusion on which design to move forward 
with, my next task was to build out the screens of the entire app. 
Unfortunately, designing all the screens for the entire application 
resulted in a few different problems. The first being, that I had not 
planned out enough time for myself do create all of these screens. 
When beginning to design the rest of the app, I found the individual 
building was actually incredibly time-consuming. In addition, I began to 
realize in the wireframing process, I forgot to create multiple screens. 
For example, on the discover page, although, I designed a page for 
what will screen will appear after clicking into a single recipe, I did 
not account for building that specific page three more times, as well 
as the navigation bar at the top including, trending dishes, cuisines, 
breakfast, lunch, dinner and snack options as well.

screens not in the live prototype



Full live prototype:
https://sabrinacolonesedibello596932.invisionapp.com/prototype/

ck7xkxc71002ayh01flfp71ea/play


